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Saint Louis Zoo
A frontrunner in conservation and visitor experience, Saint Louis Zoo draws nearly three million attendees

annually and is the most-visited attraction in the region. As the world’s first municipally supported zoo, Saint

Louis Zoo is also one of the few remaining that offers free admission to the public. Guests love their time at the

Zoo, with 97% of them rating their experiences as excellent or very good. Acknowledged as one of the top

nine best zoos by Travel + Leisure, the Saint Louis Zoo was voted the best zoo in the nation by USA Today in

their Readers’ Choice Awards contest in 2018 and by Always Pets in 2021; it is ranked number four in the world

by TourScanner; and, in 2017, TripAdvisor put the Zoo among the top six globally.

The organization has long excelled at connecting people to wildlife and nature, creating award-winning

habitats that benefit the animals in their care and conserving animals to assure sustainable populations for the

future. Their efforts are now positioned to be amplified. The passing of Prop Z in 2018, which allocated 0.125%

of the county’s sales tax to the Saint Louis Zoo, and the acquisition of 425 acres in north St. Louis County set

the stage for new possibilities. Projected to open as early as 2027 as the Saint Louis Zoo WildCare Park, the

new campus will be one destination where two journeys come together to move the needle on species

conservation, merging public experiences at the Wildlife Adventure Park with critical conservation and

research at the Kent Family Conservation & Animal Science Center. The creation of the WildCare Park will be

transformational to the Zoo as an organization, the North County community, and the St. Louis region.

Collaborating closely with the WildCare Park Director and the Dana Brown President & Chief Executive Officer,

the Vice President, Philanthropy will play a leadership role in the fundraising for this game changing campus. 
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Mission
 

To conserve animals and their habitats through
animal management, research, recreation, and

educational programs that encourage the
support and enrich the experience of the public.

https://ben.productplacement.com/
http://www.stlzoo.org/
https://www.stlzoo.org/about/wildcare-park
https://www.stltoday.com/entertainment/safaris-glamping-and-a-tower-ride-st-louis-zoo-reveals-details-of-wildcare-park/article_c7de1087-b86f-50b3-a1af-c54197107100.html?utm_campaign=snd-autopilot&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_St._Louis_Post-Dispatch


The Zoo’s two campuses will ultimately operate under one, shared

mission. Leadership is currently reimagining the former Children’s

Zoo area into a new experience featuring close, positive encounters

with animals and their caretakers. Premier, innovative animal habitats

will develop strong cognitive connections via multisensory intimate

animal and staff experiences and state-of-the-art adjacent

educational programming spaces with incorporated technology and

animal habitats will engage children and their families on topic-

specific curricula. Further, the Zoo would like to commence

renovations that will create an immersive, individualized exploration

of animal life threatened with extinction across groups of

endangered biomes and their connections to humans. Each guest

will gain a personal understanding of their role in biodiversity by

being surrounded by animals from endangered grasslands,

threatened forests, and mountain biomes—experiences specifically

designed to connect people with animals in a profoundly emotional

way so that they are inspired to become conservationists. 

The Saint Louis Zoo seeks an experienced, results-oriented Vice

President, Philanthropy (Vice President) to help lead the Zoo and its

philanthropy team into one of the most exciting times in the Zoo’s

112-year history. In 2022, the organization is thinking bigger and

bolder for its animals, for conservation, for its people and

communities, and for its future. The Zoo’s financial and operational

strength, as well as its support from the community and those who

sustain it, has set the stage for new possibilities to connect people

to wildlife and nature, to create world-class animal habitats, and to

conserve animals locally and globally, as well as to assure

sustainable populations for the future. The Zoo’s next Vice

President, Philanthropy and the Zoo’s development team will help

support the Zoo’s priorities of developing the Saint Louis Zoo

WildCare Park, reimagining aging exhibits at the Saint Louis Zoo,

and helping strengthen and grow the Zoo’s endowment. Already

one of the world’s most important zoological parks and conservation

organizations, the Zoo is on the path to further enhance public

understanding, support wildlife conservation through education and

advocacy, and effect inspired and lasting change on a global level. 

The Opportunity

Three Keys
 

Animals Always
The care and protection of

the Zoo’s animals, the
conservation of their

species, and the
preservation of the wild

places where they exist are
the driving forces of all
organizational activities.

 
People Matter

The Saint Louis Zoo cares
for and about people: staff,

volunteers, visitors, and
partners.

 
Operational Excellence 

The Zoo’s success as a
mission-driven organization
depends on their ability to

achieve and sustain
business excellence.
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http://shellihermansearch.com/WildCare_Park_Brochure
http://shellihermansearch.com/WildCare_Park_Brochure


At the start of 2022, the Saint Louis Zoo welcomed a new Dana Brown President & CEO, Dwight Scott. The

Vice President, Philanthropy will partner with Dwight, who has ambitious plans to continue the Saint Louis

Zoo’s long tradition of conservation leadership and global impact. The Vice President will help lead, create,

and execute a fundraising strategy that supports the Zoo’s mission, general operations, capital initiatives,

and endowment. This experienced fundraiser will reimagine the Zoo’s Development Department to meet

and exceed fundraising initiatives, ensuring that resources are sufficient to achieve the institution’s stated

goals. This innovator will define a vision for fundraising, implementing the needed systems and

enhancements to build and advance a best-in-class and comprehensive program that strengthens a culture

of philanthropy, attracts new sources of funding, engages new members of the community, and deepens

existing relationships. Ultimately, the department will uplift the role the Zoo plays as an important

conservation, economic, and social driver locally, nationally, and globally.

Providing tactical and creative leadership to all aspects of the Zoo’s fundraising activities, the Vice President,

Philanthropy will serve as the chief philanthropy officer and strategic advancement leader for Saint Louis

Zoo. This dedicated team leader will have a track record of maximizing, leveraging, recruiting, retaining, and

advocating for a talented team, while setting and achieving fundraising goals annually and in the long-term.

Skill in inspiring and developing talent is critical to the Vice President’s success. The Vice President currently

oversees a current team of 19 through the Director, Planned Giving; the Director, Development; and an

Administrative Assistant. The next Vice President will assess the organization’s current requirements and staff

competencies, restructuring the department as needed to implement and prioritize mission-critical work,

while building a team that excels at garnering philanthropic support.

Collaborating with peers and cultivating a strong team orientation, the Vice President will work with a broad

range of diverse individuals and groups to achieve shared goals. Success for the Vice President will, in part,

be defined by an ability to educate and engage all members of the Zoo community in advancement efforts

in ways that reflect best practices and the Zoo’s collaborative culture. This includes spearheading fundraising

activities by galvanizing trustees, volunteers, and the entire professional staff. They will also provide advice

to the chief executive and senior leaders regarding their fundraising priorities and serve as a key member of

the Zoo’s Strategic Operations Group (the Zoo’s senior leadership team). 

The Vice President will contribute meaningful input on the full range of organizational concerns, so a

nuanced and contemporary understanding of conservation issues is desired. To achieve their aims, the next

Vice President must embrace their role as an integral member of the Zoo community and be involved in the

economic, political, and cultural fabric of St. Louis. This ambassador for the Zoo will demonstrate and live

the values of the Saint Louis Zoo, showing respect for people and the natural world, community-

mindedness, integrity, warmth, and humility in their interactions.
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https://www.stlzoo.org/about/organization/executive-staff-bios


The Saint Louis Zoo also has a partner, the Saint Louis Zoo Association, which is

dedicated to raising funds in support of the Zoo's mission. The Association is a private,

nonprofit organization whose volunteer, more than 80-person Board is made up of

business and community leaders. They work with the Zoo to provide leadership for

membership, annual, partnership, major, planned, and capital gifts, as well as

fundraising, public and donor events, and public affairs. The Association boasts more

than 57,000 members and annual fundraising consistently in excess of $19 million; the

Zoo anticipates raising more than $21 million from private philanthropy in 2022, with

approximately $15.2 million in major gifts, $2 million from realized bequests, $2.6 million

derived from the Marlin Perkins Society/annual giving, and $1.2 million in partnership

gifts, as well as other giving categories. 

The Association Investment Portfolio currently stands at more than $162 million,

featuring the endowment of more than $90 million (including both restricted and

unrestricted funds) and a sunny day fund/cash reserve portfolio of nearly $14 million. The

new Vice President will assume leadership at a time of great opportunity and will be able

to build upon a strong tradition of philanthropic support. The Living Promise Campaign

officially concluded on December 31, 2014, and exceeded its $120 million goal at $134

million. With additional or subsequent charitable gifts to support campaign projects, the

Zoo ultimately secured commitments totaling approximately $150 million. 

Presently, the Zoo’s Better Wild Better World fundraising campaign focuses on securing

gifts to support the Saint Louis Zoo, the Saint Louis Zoo WildCare Park, and the

endowment. More than $300 million in total investment will translate into lifelong

memories and life changing experiences for families, as well as allow the Zoo to expand

sustainability and conservation programs for animals. To achieve this vision, the Zoo is

seeking $160 million in philanthropic support over the next five to six years through

outright gifts and pledges including cash, securities, and realized bequests toward the

$300 million in identified needs. The Zoo has hired CCS Fundraising, leading experts in

campaign and development strategy. CCS has completed a feasibility study and

development readiness audit, and have launched fundraising work in earnest with the

support of a dynamic campaign leadership committee. 
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The Association, Philanthropy, and Fundraising

http://shellihermansearch.com/Campaign_Vision_July2022_Animals


Understanding that an organization cannot advocate for the preservation of the Earth's biodiversity without

championing and cherishing social diversity, the Saint Louis Zoo is deeply committed to diversity, equity,

accessibility, and inclusion. The Vice President will contribute continuing leadership for the Zoo’s commitment

to a culture of diversity, equity, accessibility, and inclusion in its community life and across its offerings. From

ensuring a supportive and equitable experience for the roughly 33% of the workforce (both full-time and part-

time) that belongs to a minoritized group, to creating a welcoming experience for every visitor, the Saint Louis

Zoo community strives to promote a fairer and more just world. The Vice President will be a leader in both

word and action by promoting the values of equity and inclusion in all areas in their purview while embracing

this priority and helping advance programs and initiatives to build on this legacy for sustainable and long-term

impact. The strategic plan confirms an organization-wide commitment to championing diversity beyond the

Zoo’s campus, celebrating friendship with communities around the world that coexist with wildlife. 
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Commitment to Diversity

Governance and Financial Health
The Saint Louis Zoo is a tax-supported political subdistrict of the State of Missouri. As such, the Zoo is a

government agency and has restrictions on how it raises and spends money. In the late 1960s, a group of civic

leaders combatted a diminished city tax base by proposing the establishment of a new Metropolitan

Zoological Park and Museum District (Zoo-Museum District or ZMD), whereby the citizens of St. Louis County

would join the citizens of the City of St. Louis in supporting three cultural institutions—Saint Louis Zoo, Saint

Louis Art Museum, and Saint Louis Science Center (Missouri Botanical Garden and Missouri History Museum

were later added)—through a property tax. Voters in the city and county overwhelmingly approved the

establishment of the ZMD in 1971. Through the Zoo-Museum District, the community thus supports the Saint

Louis Zoo as a world-renowned attraction, free to all, in this unique public-private partnership. The

Metropolitan Zoological Park and Museum District is governed by an eight-member Board of Directors, four

appointed by the Mayor of St. Louis and four appointed by the County Executive. Appointments are on a four-

year rotation; each January 1st the terms of one County Board member and one City Board member expire.

Fifty-seven citizens have served on the Zoo-Museum District Board of Directors. The ZMD Board members act

as stewards of the tax dollars collected for the ZMD and distributed to member organizations. 



The institutions funded through the ZMD are independently governed. The Missouri State Legislature

established the St. Louis Zoological Park Subdistrict Commission as the Zoo's governing authority. As

such, the Commission provides fiduciary and management responsibility for the well-being of the Zoo, as

well as the ultimate responsibility for fulfilling the Zoo’s mission. The St. Louis Zoological Park Subdistrict

Commission has ten members, five of whom reside in the city and five who reside in the county.

Nominations come from within the Commission and are subject to approval of the Mayor and County

Executive. 

The Zoo operates from a healthy financial position and is poised for future growth and success. Saint

Louis Zoo’s annual revenues have been increasing, dedicating more funds to operations year over year

while simultaneously building financial reserves from the endowment and portfolio. Despite the

headwinds posed by the continuing pandemic, annual revenue in 2021 was $136 million, with just over

$71 million in expenses. In 2021, the ZMD tax generated more than $24 million and the Proposition Z

sales tax provided in excess of $23 million in funding. Operating revenue accounted for more than $30.6

million, this includes retail, parking lot, attractions, membership, and fundraising; restricted contributions

made up just over $19.2 million; and the investment portfolio generated more than $17 million. For 2022,

expenses are projected to be $87 million, and the Zoo anticipates revenue of $95 million. Further detail

may be found in the Zoo’s audited financial reports.
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Location
St. Louis boasts big city amenities with the family-orientation, easy access, and

friendliness of a small town and a low cost of living. Residents enjoy St. Louis’ many free

attractions, fine cuisine, blues music, sports, and nightlife. Community engagement is

ingrained in the culture—St. Louis has been named America’s Most Charitable City by

Charity Navigator and has since appeared on their list of most charitable cities. St. Louis

provides a wealth of job opportunities and decades of intentional renewal and

revitalization have created a historic city in the heart of the Midwest that is still on the

rise. It has a population of approximately 300,000 and is part of a bi-state metropolitan

area with more than 2.8 million. As such, Illinois and its closest cities are just minutes

away.

https://www.stlzoo.org/about/financials
https://explorestlouis.com/


Lead the creation of a long-term fundraising strategy and

help establish the plans that will ensure that the Zoo’s

development goals are achieved through multiple fundraising

approaches that reach a diversity of donors including, but not

limited to, individual donors, planned giving, foundations,

direct mail, online giving, corporate campaigns, etc. 

Continually evaluate and enhance existing programs, devising

and deploying innovative plans to tactically and thoroughly

identify and acquire a new generation of prospective donors,

increase donor retention, and upgrade and revitalize existing

donors. Assess the philanthropic capacity of all

constituencies, identify areas for growth, strategically

augment development staff and resources, and craft

fundraising strategies to raise sights and involvement of

volunteers and donors at all levels.

Envision and execute a strategic, cohesive, and systematic

development program to broaden philanthropic support,

outreach, and engagement, increasing fundraising revenue

year-over-year. Ensure the Zoo is prepared for future

advancement activities by cultivating a team with the right

people in the right functions supported by optimal systems

and practices to facilitate future successful campaigns.

Together with the Zoo’s development team, as well as Zoo

leadership and its consultants, help lead the Zoo’s Better Wild

Better World fundraising campaign. Conduct analysis to

capitalize on gains made during the last campaign and

identify previously unexplored opportunities. 

Recruit, retain, develop, and supervise team members and

create a safe, supportive, and goal-oriented culture based on

the Zoo’s Three Keys and CCOIL values. Leadership includes

supporting and mentoring development staff, promoting a

culture of excellence, collaboration, and professional growth.

Provide professional development such that staff that is well

prepared to meet the ongoing challenges and opportunities

of a leading fundraising program. 

Under the direction of the Dana Brown President & CEO, the

Vice President is responsible for the following essential

functions:

Essential Functions
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Core Values
 

Community
 They create a healthy work

community through their
actions, attitudes, values,

and ethics.
 

Creativity 
The Saint Louis Zoo

supports the power of
new, creative, and
innovative ideas.

 
Openness

They share information
freely and proactively.

 
Integrity

Members of the Zoo
community are truthful;

they accept responsibility
for their actions and hold
each other accountable.

 
Life-Work Balance
The Saint Louis Zoo

supports wellness, stability,
fulfillment, and enjoyment

in their community’s
professional and personal

lives.
 
 



Lead the Zoo’s efforts related to the identification, cultivation, and solicitation of prospective and current

donors to match donor interests with the Zoo’s needs through large-scale and one-on-one activities and

strategies, resulting in increased private support for the Zoo.

Maintain a portfolio of top corporate, foundation, and leadership donors and prospects. Cultivate

prospective and current donors to move them closer to commitment, and solicit for charitable gifts—

current and deferred. 

Serve as a member of the Saint Louis Zoo’s Strategic Operations Group, the Zoo’s senior management

team. This team meets on a weekly basis and develops and directs the strategic vision of the organization

and helps coordinate the daily operations of the Zoo. Function as a key resource in determining the Zoo’s

direction through strategic planning and plan implementation. With colleagues, help focus on increasing

Zoo revenue and support through strong outreach and sales initiatives, as well as through successful

public and private events and strong sponsorship programs.

Provide proactive leadership, guidance, and staff support for the Zoo’s volunteer Boards. May be asked

to oversee meeting preparation, direct implementation of Board recommendations, and coordinate

Board activities. Attend all volunteer leadership meetings, such as the Board of Commissioners meetings,

the Zoo Association Board meetings, and all other meetings as scheduled. Report on the progress of any

fundraising related news as requested. 

Create regular opportunities for the Development Department to meet with other Zoo departments to

collaborate, share knowledge, share strategies, and discuss stories of impact and other important

information that will ensure Zoo stakeholders are in alignment.

Oversee execution of sponsorship agreements and events. Analyze events for their effectiveness in

increasing attendance and sharing conservation messages. Ensure that accurate records of all donor

communications and donor information are maintained in accordance with best practices.

Actively participate in the Association of Zoos and Aquariums fundraising committees and initiatives, as

well as other industry-specific or relevant fundraising organizations that would further professional

development and help support the Zoo.

Along with other senior leaders, serve as an ambassador to the St. Louis community.
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THE VICE PRESIDENT,

PHILANTHROPY WILL SHARE

THE ORGANIZATION’S

UNWAVERING COMMITMENT

TO QUALITY OF SERVICE AND

INNOVATION. THIS HANDS-ON

LEADER WILL BE

COMFORTABLE IN A HIGH-

GROWTH ENVIRONMENT THAT

IS DIVERSE, INCLUSIVE, AND

DYNAMIC, WHERE EVERYONE

PLAYS A PART IN

MAINTAINING AND

FOSTERING THE CULTURE.

THIS LEADER MUST POSSESS

AND PROJECT THE UTMOST

INTEGRITY AND HIGHEST

STANDARDS OF

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

AND MUST BE QUALIFIED BY

ACCOMPLISHMENT AND

EXPERIENCE TO GARNER THE

TRUST OF A COMMITTED AND

MOTIVATED PHILANTHROPIC

COMMUNITY. 

Candidate Qualifications

The successful candidate will have a minimum of five
to 10 years of leadership level fundraising experience
gained in an organization that is known for world-class
operational acuity. They will have a proven track
record of leading a comprehensive, complex
advancement function that includes annual and major/
leadership giving, membership, planned giving,
special events, and campaign management. The
successful candidate will have demonstrated
experience in providing quantifiable results in a
complex organization with a high growth trajectory;
past success in a mission-driven organization is
preferred. The ideal candidate for this position will
have held all prior positions for a meaningful period,
thereby establishing their ability to be successful and
make a verifiable impact in each environment.
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Acute knowledge of major gift development practices and principles with a record of

progressive leadership and achievement in major gifts fundraising, including

solicitation and stewardship of gifts at the seven and eight-figure level. Prior

experience leading a longer-term, program specific capital campaign is preferred.

Candidates will have extensive experience in managing complex fundraising

operations and cultivating long-term, mutually beneficial relationships with donors

and prospects, including corporate and foundation leaders, high net-worth

individuals, and community leaders. Must be comfortable with making high dollar

“asks.” Demonstrated success in leading volunteer Boards and groups is a necessary

representational quality.

Employing active communication and delegation that builds confidence, promotes

diversity of thought, and celebrates achievements, the Vice President will lead by

example and embrace their role as a steward of culture across the organization.

Outstanding leadership ability combined with a depth of intellect, diplomatic skills,

and an appreciation for human dynamics. We seek a leader who puts the interests of

the enterprise at the forefront of all communication, while mobilizing all possible

resources to get the job done.

A history of success elevating an existing advancement program to increase

philanthropic revenue for an organization. Proven capacity to increase the efficacy of

development programs and staff by establishing best practices, systems, objectives,

and performance standards. 

This team player must be a driven and goal-oriented professional who is a champion

for and embodies the Zoo’s Three Keys (Animals Always, People Matter, and

Operational Excellence), the Zoo’s CCOIL values of Community, Creativity, Openness,

Integrity, and Life-Work Balance and the Zoo’s diversity, equity, inclusion, and

accessibility culture. Tied to this, the Vice President will demonstrate proven skill

leading teams of extremely talented, highly skilled development professionals to

outstanding, value-added performance while creating a departmental culture that is

hard-working, mission-focused, innovative, and fun. 

Additionally, while no one candidate will meet all the desired criteria, the successful

candidate will bring most of the following qualifications and attributes:
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Excellent organizational, administrative, and project management skills. A decisive, “roll-up-the-sleeves,”

results-oriented manager who is able to keep projects moving forward within a consistent strategic

framework. Able to diagnose critical areas for attention, stay focused, and then translate strategies into

concrete actions. This executive will work with a sense of urgency and purpose and be able to both enact

and manage change.

A person who is passionate about development and open to new ideas and innovations, while at the

same time being able to discern what makes sense for the Saint Louis Zoo given overall goals and

resources. This leader must demonstrate strong intellectual agility and innate curiosity and possess

subject matter expertise across the broad range of fundraising functions. Must be analytical and creative,

capable of finding original solutions to unique organizational needs.

Exceptional collaborative, interpersonal, written, and oral communication skills, including negotiation

skills, comfort with public speaking, and the ability to make cogent and compelling presentations. Must

be able to clearly communicate the mission of the Zoo and be able to generate energy, enthusiasm, and

support for that mission by the team and the community.

The ability to positively influence people, including the capacity to be direct and frank in communicating

issues and opinions coupled with a solutions-focused approach. An open, approachable, and relational

style with experience building consensus among peers, subordinates, and others throughout an

organization.

Ability to analyze, process, and respond to information and events from a structural, institution-wide

perspective, as well as adapt to organizational change. A supporter of analytics who promotes the value

of using data in decision making. Proven skill in developing, administering, and monitoring budgets.

A high level of multicultural sensitivity is required and experience with a diverse workforce is fundamental.

Computer skills preferred including remote working programs such as Teams and Zoom, as well as MS

Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and donor database(s). The Zoo currently utilizes Raiser’s Edge.
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Education
The successful candidate will hold a bachelor’s degree in a related field or equivalent
experience.



As an Equal Opportunity Employer, it is our client’s policy not to discriminate against any

employee or applicant for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, sexual

orientation, national origin, age, disability, familial status, marital status, predisposing

genetic characteristics, actual or perceived domestic violence victim status,

unemployment status, caregiver status, or any other category protected by law. Our client

considers the diversity of its workforce to be vital to the organization’s success in meeting

its mission. We strongly encourage applicants from all cultures, races, educational

backgrounds, life experiences, socio-economic classes, sexual orientations, ages, genders

and gender expressions, and physical abilities to apply.

The St. Louis Zoological Park Subdistrict Commission has retained Shelli Herman and

Associates, Inc., an executive search firm, to assist in this search. Inquiries, nominations,

and applications should be directed to the search firm; all contact will be held in the

strictest confidence. 

A review of applications will commence immediately. Applications received by November

1, 2022, will be given priority. Interested individuals are encouraged to submit their

credentials as soon as possible for full consideration. Complete applications should be

submitted electronically via email and should include: a cover letter that articulates a

commitment to the mission and outlines relevant experience tied to the job description,

and a current resume reflecting all work experience from college forward.
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Process

Contact
Shelli Herman, President

Shelli Herman and Associates, Inc.

11693 San Vicente Blvd., Suite #104

Los Angeles, California 90049

Office: (800) 396-0595 ext. 5

E-mail: shelli@shellihermansearch.com 

mailto:shelli@shellihermansearch.com



